
YELLOW 
MARKINGS 16  km 

Meilhards 
Coquete de Meilhards paths 

Family 
Descents 304 
Climbs 497  from 3h up to 4h 

 

Departure from the church, take the cemetery road. 500m away, turn right at the first path that leads to the D20. 

After 150m, turn left; go along the stadium and cross the small forest of Meilhards to arrive on a little road. Turn left 

along a big farm. After the slope by the small road, cross the bridge of the Ganaveix. At the village of Boisse, take the 

road on the right. Follow the road then after the Renardières, take the path on the left to reach La Bafferie. Ta the 

path on your right, go past La Fossas and continue straight. You can admire Les Monédières from viewing spots on 

your right. Once at Le Goutaillou, cross the crossroads at the house with blue shutters to enjoy a woodier trail in the 

direction of the forest of Neuville. Then at the 5 paths, turn right to meet the D20. Walk for 250m staying in the left 

side. In the past, there was here a congestion of carts full of apples to be grind. The day of the fête de la pomme 

(celebration of the apple) mid-October, you can smell and see the bread browning in the old oven and taste a glass 

of apple juice.  

Continue and notice in the meadows, gardens and some hillsides, plants of many varieties of apple, identifies and 

saved. Part of them, the famous Coquettes de Meilhards, their sisters Blandurettes and others local varieties.  

At the entrance of the path on the left, walk behind the workshop of the former clog-maker and farmer. Here, you 

will be hallway, with the possibility to take a shortcut through the official departmental trail. On your left, you will 

encounter a tempting smell of honey, a slight climb 

alongside the water catchment and the hidden 

fountains, and then a detour through the wood of 

Cros and the old municipal woods. 

Once you arrive at the four paths, take the one in 

front of you, then hurtle down the slope and slide 

down a little bit under the foliage of sweet chestnut 

trees to walk along the meadow. A viewing spot let 

you see on your left the Puy d’If (575m, the highest 

peak of Meilhards) face to the Puy Pouyol in Haute-

Vienne (575m) that hides the Mount Gargan. At the 

crossroads, take the small road on your right, then 

250m away, take back the official path, and continue 

straight on the small road to discover in the Hauts du 

Breuil a particular cairn that indicates on its left the 

direction to take to reach La Gane Aureix. After 

600m, turn left. You reached the village of Laurière. 

The path leads to the Puy Tramuzat and through a 

coast reaches Sauviat where the gardens are full of 

fruit orchards. In the uphill slope, if you turn around, 

you will see at the South- West the pond of Breuil 

against a background of green hillsides. From Sauviat, 

there is only several hectometres left sneaking into 

several paths and roads. Go past the multi-purpose 

room then come back to the starting point near the 

church. 

 


